Automatic method for producing surface-based representations of functional brain data on the cortical surface from functional MRI volumes.
Goals :
Automatic method for producing surface-based representations of functional brain data on the cortical surface from functional MRI volumes.
Application : surface based statistical analysis [1] , cortical localisation of activations using surface-based coordinates [2] , visualization purposes... applicable to raw fMRI data, SPMt maps...
Method :
-Evaluation of each method's sensitivity and specificity using ROC curves and Areas Under Curves -Robustness to (rigid) registration errors was evaluated applying various shifts to a subject's cortical mesh (25111 nodes), ranging from -5 mm to 5 mm along x, y and z axis.
A model of the expected signal distribution :
Relying on several distinct phenomena : -homogeneous activity along cortical columns -decaying activity along the surface around an activation focus -the acquisition system's point spread function which makes the signal spill over voxels Cortical activity is thus depicted as a function of distance parameters along two main directions : normal and parallel (geodesic) to the surface. 
Besides, each voxel v i also gets an estimated geodesic distance
between n c and the node n Vi from which the normal distance was previously computed.
Finally, two given functions ( fig. C) give every voxel two weights from their assigned distances, normal and geodesic : the resulting kernel will actually feature, for each voxel, the product of its two weights.
Examples of kernels :

Illustrations :
Convolution kernels are computed around each vertex of the model. One kernel assigns voxels around a given node some influence factors, suggesting in which proportions their intensities should weigh on the surface node value, according to the distribution model.
For one anatomy, a set of convolution kernels is computed that can be used to project any functional data registered with this anatomy, resulting in a surface-based representation of the functional volume.
-Automatic method relying on anatomy for projecting data and/or whole fMRI sequences onto the cortical surface -Contribution to a problem that has been quite ignored so far -Gathers the advantages of overlapping interpolation spheres and anatomically-informed Voronoï cells from [4] . -Opens the way to surface-based statistical analysis using a surface-based coordinate system [2] .
A. Primary motor activation projected using our method B. Same activation projected using 3mm sphere interpolation C. Difference between the two resulting normalized textures All visualization made with free package Brainvisa/Anatomist (http://brainvisa.info)
D. Projection of a SPMt map showing elbow motor activation on the inflated surface
Computing the kernels using a Fast-Marching distance propagation :
Grey / White matter interface
Convolution kernels
Functional volume Surfacebased functional map
Validation work :
Simulation activation maps manually drawn within the cortical ribbon at anatomical resolution, smoothed (3D Gaussian kernel, FWHM 5 mm), down-sampled to functional resolution and projected onto the anatomy using 4 methods (3mm and 5mm-spheres, along outside normal line and kernels). This validation work was previously presented in [4] .
-Robustness to geometric distortion / segmentation errors applying random shifts to the mesh nodes along normal directions, ranging from -3 mm to 3 mm
Our method resultingly showed better detection accuracy and robustness to small registration errors than others.
-Detection accuracy projecting functional volumes at anatomical resolution (without smoothing and downsampling stages previously referred) Since influences are here related to distances, we compute two distances, geodesic and normal, between the current node (n c ) and each voxel v i of a neighborhood V c around n c ( fig. A) .
